Phenotypic heterogeneity and lesion size measurements in Stargardt macular dystrophy.
Fundus autofluorescence has been used in Stargardt macular dystrophy and fundus flavimaculatus to better understand disease status and progression. Fundus autofluorescence images delineate atrophic regions with great clarity and high contrast. The authors investigated whether fundus autofluorescence images revealed more atrophy than color fundus photographs by studying a family of three siblings with long-standing disease that demonstrated a heterogeneous fundus appearance. Findings on fundus autofluorescence were compared with color fundus photographs and fluorescein images. Optical coherence tomography images were also analyzed. Areas of atrophic lesions were measured and compared on fundus autofluorescence and color fundus photographs. Autofluorescence images delineated atrophic regions more clearly than color fundus photographs. However, the measured areas of atrophy were only modestly larger in fundus autofluorescence images than in color fundus photographs. The optical coherence tomography images showed severe outer retinal atrophy and loss of foveal contour.